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MANAGED
BACKUPS

MINIMIZING RISK
and MAXIMIZING
Recoverability

MANAGED
FIREWALL

ESTABLISHING A 
SECURE PERIMETER

(inbound & outbound)
in a Cloud/SAAS World

COMPREHENSIVE
ENDPOINT MANAGEMENT

100% ENDPOINT
SECURITY and Prevention

of Lateral Movement

Cyber terrorists are using constantly evolving, innovative tactics and leveraging gaps in your technical controls, policies, and 
process to penetrate, damage, and blackmail you. If your defensive strategies aren’t changing just as frequently, your security 
is depreciating every single day. Grypho5 offers comprehensive managed solutions based on real-time, proprietary threat 
intelligence from our sister company, Fenix24, combined with unique insight into the most common weaknesses found in 
enterprises from our sister company, Athena7.  

Grypho5 managed solutions are reverse engineered and evolve constantly to thwart the latest threat actor behavior. Our 
managed protection achieves true security outcomes because we aren’t limited to providing just a product or a service. We 
recognize that genuine protection is only achievable through our critical combination of product, process, policy, and people.  

We are confident that Grypho5’s approach to backups is unique in the marketplace. We chose this strategy because 
we believe it significantly reduces the risk of a threat actor destroying our ability to recover. The processes 
employed by Grypho5 reduce our recoverability risk and the time our team needs to spend on backup management.

—  MELISSA JESTER, BRICKER GRAYDON
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Why Grypho5?

GRYPHO5 understands the hard reality that while your security defense needs to be right 24/7, threat actors only need to be right 
once to penetrate. And because IT teams meet multiple demands, our approach is to partner with you, filling your unique gaps to 
help keep you secure despite the ever-changing threat landscape. Armed with proprietary threat actor playbooks, we can defend 
your infrastructure dynamically, leaving you to focus on other priorities.

 Minimizing Risk and Maximizing Recoverability — Managed Packages  
to Protect Where Threat Actors Strike Most

MANAGED BACKUPS: Experience has proven that most backups are not immutable, leaving companies unable 
to recover quickly—or at all. Grypho5 will manage and monitor your backups and storage so you can trust they 
are secure, redundant, resilient, immutable, and scalable. We select, manage, configure, and deploy a redundant 
solution, and then fully manage and monitor backup activities, providing your IT team with complete statistical 
reporting. You will be able to trust that your backups will be complete and recoverable when you need them— 
even in the wake of a ransomware attack where, today, less than 30% of backups survive.

MANAGED FIREWALL: Grypho5 experts will select, configure, deploy, and continuously manage a firewall that 
meets your company’s needs. We provide significantly more protections than any other services provider by 
ensuring your firewall is utilizing its full security features and monitoring it for malicious traffic, rule violation, 
configuration adherence, geofencing, DPI, DNS filtering, web filtering, file share policy, port configuration, and 
more. Grypho5 experts will ensure it is always optimized and up to date against real-time threats on the perimeter.

COMPREHENSIVE ENDPOINT MANAGEMENT: At Grypho5, we will exhaustively defend your endpoints by tracking 
and ensuring proper configuration of all inventory, continuously monitoring and managing that inventory, and 
patching it all in real time. We always know the status of your every endpoint; and we ensure your EDR/MDR/XDR 
solutions are properly configured, ingesting all infrastructure and endpoint data, so breaches can be detected and 
responded to in real time.


